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Anglesey 10-12th May - Planning Update
It may seem a long time away but May will soon come round. Hotel rooms also fill up quickly so I
need to do some initial planning for the weekend. Nick Shaw and I are doing a recce of potential
sites w/e 16th-17th March. Subject to what we find, the outline for the trip is to visit sites on the
SW Facing coast area on Saturday 11th and NW Coast Sunday 12th, finishing at Parys Mountain.
It's proposed that we travel Friday evening and stay at the Bangor Travelodge Friday 10th and
Holyhead Travelodge Saturday 11th. Staying together makes coordinating transport much easier
and also gives us the opportunity to discuss what we find (or hope to find!) in the field.
Hotel costs are: Bangor £54 flexible (i.e. we can cancel) or £38 non refundable. Holyhead: £57
or £40. (All per room, excluding breakfast)
I'm happy to make bookings on your behalf or you can book direct. So long as I know! Either
way, I'll be making provisional bookings at the end of January.
This promises to be a great weekend so I look forwards to hearing from you that you can attend.
Thanks, Bob.
mailto: bob@huddersfieldgeology.org.uk

Yorkshire Geology Day - Saturday 27 April
Exhibitions, walks and lectures, including afternoon lectures on the theme of Geology and the
Natural World. At National Coal Mining Museum for England, Caphouse, Wakefield.
HGG usually has a stand so please let Ailsa know if you can help for all/part of the day.

Forthcoming Events
Huddersfield Geology Group
Monday 11th February
Candice Bedford - The latest news from the Mars Curiosity Rover Greenhead College Room M18 at
7.15pm.

Leeds Geological Association
Thursday 31th January 2019 at 7:15 - Rupert Beckett Lecture Theatre (Michael Sadler Building)
Archaeopteryx and the Dinosaur - Bird Transition by Dr John Nudds, University of Manchester
If travelling by car please be aware that the University have introduced a charge for parking on campus
during the evening. Full details may be found at http://carparking.leeds.ac.uk/visitors.
See www.leedsga.org.uk

Manchester Geological Association
Wednesday 6 February 2019 at 19:00 - AGM followed by Presidential Address
Dr Cathy Hollis, MGA President
Meetings are held in the Lecture Theatre in the Williamson Building, University of Manchester, 176 Oxford
Road, Manchester, M13 9QQ, unless otherwise stated.
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
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